STOP MS IN ITS TRACKS

There are more potential MS therapies in development today than at any other
time in history, and a variety of therapies exist for those with relapsing forms of
multiple sclerosis.
For some, these treatments reduce the number and severity of attacks and slow
disease activity, but more must be done to stop disease progression for everyone
affected by MS — including those with progressive forms.
People with MS want, and deserve, solutions. We must find ways to stop all
disease activity and prevent further progression for those who already have MS.
As part of a unique and comprehensive approach to MS research, the Society is
committed to stopping MS in its tracks. Here’s how:
We must better understand the role the immune system plays
in the cause of MS and in ongoing disease activity.
l	Studies

focusing on the mechanics of the immune system, and its cells such as
T cells, B cells, and how nervous system tissues become the target of MS attacks

l

l

We drove the
development of
“gold standards”
for the design of
MS clinical trials,
opening a path for
FDA approvals

i will have the

energy I NEED
to take care of
my kids tonight.

Our funding led to
the identification of
4 types of MS lesion
patterns, changing the
way researchers view MS

Research focusing on immune molecules involved in launching attacks, and on
natural molecules that can put a stop to them
Studies exploring the genetic markers of MS, which may hold the key to
understanding how the MS immune attacks are triggered and may provide new
avenues for stopping the attacks

We must pursue the research leading toward clinical trials of
new therapies to stop damage and progression of disability.
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Studies focusing on detecting and measuring disease activity using advanced imaging
techniques and new clinical assessments to enhance and speed clinical trials of
therapies that can stop MS immune activity and protect against further injury
Investments aimed at pre-clinical studies of new approaches to stopping immune
attacks
Clinical trials of new approaches including vitamin D supplements, the antioxidant lipoic acid, and repurposing drugs approved for other disorders

Martha, diagnosed in 1973

STOP MS IN ITS TRACKS

We must ensure that we understand health care issues and can
gather data to advocate for policies that enable everyone
with MS to access quality care and treatment.
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Studies focusing on standards and indicators of good MS medical care, on modeling
medical costs, and on impediments to care faced by people with MS
Investigations of issues such as long-term care, housing needs and caregiver issues

We must understand the mechanisms that cause tissue injury
and that drive disease progression.
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Our support of early
studies led to most of
the disease-modifying
therapies for MS

Studies exploring mechanisms that drive injury to the brain and spinal cord to
expose new potential therapeutic targets along the injury pathways that may
stop the damage

I won’t have to worry

about waking up

with less
Tomorrow.

Advanced imaging and laboratory studies seeking to define and track the full
measure of MS disease activity, MS lesions, and atrophy in the brain and spinal cord
Epidemiology studies of people with MS designed to identify factors that
contribute to the risk of MS progression

Significant progress has been made, but more must be done, NOW.

Our research initiative
on gender differences
led to the first clinical
trials of sex hormones
to treat MS

To help STOP MS in its tracks,
please consider a generous gift.
Your support will revolutionize care and treatment options,
bringing real solutions to everyone living with MS.
nationalMSsociety.org

Society initiatives created the tools that have enabled
quicker ms diagnosis, reducing the agonizing wait for
countless people
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